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Instant Repl
while before A&T gets a chance to
do as well again.

From D.C. To C. Attle

That's vhow Sports Illustrated
described Georgetown's trek to the
national Division 1 championship.
And, despite the media's attempts

(especially Sports Illustrated's) to
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them 42-32 and scored thirteen more
baskets from the field than they did,"
said Heartley, who is not usually one to
complain. "You can draw your own
conclusion about the officiating from
that."

Still, Heartley, who saw his team ad-
vance to the finals for the first time in
his 13-year career at the Raleigh, N.C.,
school,x,was happy with this season's
effort.
"We had a shot at both titles (the

CIAA and NCAA)," he said. "If we
could have switched sites and played
Norfolk in Springfield and Missouri in
Norfolk I think we could have won
both. Still, we played up to our potentialat the end of the season."
So the 1983-84 season ended for

CIAA teams with quite a bit to boast
about. Norfolk State ended the regular
season as the top team in the nation.
The league had four teams invited to
the NCAA playoffs. Union beat the
nation's top team and lost in the
quarterfinals by a single point, and St.
Augustine's made it to the title game.

But, as we are so often reminded,
close only counts in horseshoes.
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do their thing unperturbed.

This year, things were different.
"At the MEAC Tournament, I told

them where they could get free food,"
Joe says. "They.left me alone after
that."
As for the CIAA tourney, he says,

44I had no problems because I had met
some of them (the cheerleaders)
before."
What's the hardest sporting event

games," he says. "The CIAA ChampionshipGame (a forgettable, lopsided
affair between conservative Virginia
v^mivju auu even inuic cun^crvauve

Winston-Salem State) was a real dull
game because everybody was running
belly series."

But Joe and J.P. came through
anyway.

Special thanks to them, as well as

^ our other photographers - Marcus
Wilson, Cleve Bryant,- James Terry
and Brian Branch-Price - for a job
well-done in '83-84.
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massacre the Hoyas off the court
with accusations that John Thompson'steam is a haven for thugi and
cheap-shot artists, Georgetown did
all the massacring on the court, sendingHouston's Phi Slamma Jamma
Home Once Againa.
Thompson became the first black

coach to win the Division I title but
didn't think that was anything to
1 _> i

jump up ana aown aoout. I
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It takes more than 16
months of intensive
training to become a 77
fully qualified officer in A2
the Nuclear Navy. You h
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Then as a Navy officer
you get a full year of
graduate-level training
unavailable anywhere else a
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People like John McLendon and
"Bighouse" Gaines might have
done it long ago had they had the
chtfnc^, Thompson said, in the same
stroke paying tribute to the black
coaching legends and attacking the
racism in big-time athletics.
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Sports Review will be our last until
September, when we'll kick off our

thirdyear of regional publication
with new readers and year-round
issues.
As always, we encourage and

value your comments and suggestions.
Write us at P.O. Box 3154,

Winston-Salem, N.C. 27102.
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that most of the men
who operate the

s reactors in private
industry started in the
Nuclear Navy.)

It takes more time
and more effort to

j become an officer in the
Nuclear Navy. But the
rewards are greater, too.
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